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About This Game

TROUBLE ON PLANET LUCETIA!

The prince has been kidnapped. The royal guard, known as Renova, has gone missing.
Aether has returned... As Magnetta, only you have the power to stop him!

Magnetta is a side-scrolling action game in the vein of classic NES titles.
Jump, shoot, slide and blast your way through unique and challenging levels as you collect new weapons and upgrades, hunt

down secret areas, and defeat your enemies to ensure peace in the galaxy.

You'll need to master every skill at your disposal if you're going to climb Aether's tower and take him out once and for all!
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Fight your way through scrambled up levels in the Glitch, where the tilesets shift and change around you. Everything looks like
you've got a dirty cartridge, and you'll need to know what you're doing to make it through and rescue your friends.

Time Trials:
The game keeps track of your fastest times on each level. You can return to levels you've already cleared and take them on again

with new weapons and abilities, so find hidden shortcuts and master the best tricks for the fastest times.
Magnetta also supports online leaderboards, so your friends can see how much better you are.

Speed Run Mode:
Once you've mastered the game and shaved down your level times, take what you've learned into Speedrun Mode. This mode

clocks a continuous time for a full game playthrough. Don't mess up, there are no do-overs here.

Challenge Mode: Take on a range of themed challenges. Do you have what it takes to clear them all?

Unlockable Extras: Find collectible circuits throughout the game to unlock extra stuff like cosmetic changes or bonus abilities.

Cusomizable Controls: Play the way you want.

Filtering Options: Play in pixel perfect or add scanlines and anisotropic filtering to recreate the look of playing on a CRT

8 Unlockable Weapons: Destroy your enemies and traverse the levels in new ways

Bestiary: Find and destroy all enemy types to complete your bestiary. Check for other info like weaknesses, kill count, and little
flavor text.
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Authentic Soundtrack: These songs sound the part, and could play on actual NES hardware.
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Title: Magnetta
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Heliocentric Studios
Publisher:
Heliocentric Studios
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2016
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I can recommend this Nancy Drew games because it's a Nancy Drew game, but it might be the worst of them. Try literally any
other Nancy Drew first.

This game tries to go for realism by making Nancy less conspicuous by making her do daily tasks of cooking and cleaning.
Neither is interesting or adds anything meaningful to gameplay. More frustrating though is that you have to do these "daily
tasks" every day...and the amount you are able to accomplish each day is super limited because of how fast time moves (or
rather, because time gets eaten up whenever you move). Maybe it would work well if you had more things to do in the game, but
ultimately the game feels very short, not particularly interesting, and very repetitive.

On top of those perhaps forgivable sins, this falls into all the traps of the worst Nancy Drew games. Some of the puzzles make
no logical sense to exist, there are objects hidden that have no logical reason to be where they are, and the mystery has minimal
deduction.

In this game's defense, near the end of the game you are told you no longer have to do your daily cooking and at the same
moment there are plenty of tasks for you to accomplish that had previously been gated, so the end is still good. And there is a
wolf! And while the wolf is a fun part of the game, the wolf isn't used for anything particularly clever or challenging, so even
that unique element feels underdeveloped.

I still liked the game, but please play a different Nancy Drew game first.. I love beat'em ups and Bud Spencer movies, but this is
not fun. I also love the art style, but...
Fights to easy and repetitive, no challenge there. But the real problem are the mini games. I stopped when I got to hot dog eating
contest. 3 minutes !!!! of some sort of rock-band game play.
Too bad.. I got this game because it looked like the games I used to play when I was a kid and this game did not disappoint! It
had all those annoying perks of the old school games that frustrated me but in a good way (I did get it for the blast of nostalgia
after all). Soundtrack and story was great but I do admit the combat system in this game was boring since you basically kill
everything in 1 hit. It would have been nice if the game had a mid boss or some sort of character development that made battles
more rewarding. In this game, you get the 1 dungeon = 1 boss deal so the game gets somewhat predictable. If you are a fan of
old school games then give it a shot! I give this a 4\/5.. This is what I would refer to as a good "laptop - airport" game. What I
mean by that is that its a good offline game that I imagine most laptops could handle and can kill a fair amount of time while
waiting at an airport, or the like. Its not bad, but there is still a fair bit left to be desired so I could only recomend this as a on the
cheap game.

The parts that I like most is the gameplay mechanics. Having to use your brain and calculate distances by dead-reckoning brings
a good level of strategy into the game. I also like how all new ships are customizeable, at least to a point. Plus having various
parts of a ship destructable adds a good touch.

The main point that I did not care for as much was the point system to fund new construction. I found it to be too limited and
too difficult to save up points for high-teir ships. Additionally, I felt that the speed of the ships were lacking, and it made it
tedious to get fleets into a good matchup. To follow up with this complaint I did not like how the game auto-deploys the fleet,
usually spreading your ships all over the map without much rhyme or reason (at least to my mind).
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This is not by any means a high-paced action game, this is a sit-down thinker and for some people this game should be a good
match. For everyone else, it is probably something to walk away from. Personally, I will probably put in a few hours into it here
and there still so I will recomend it for that reason.. This contain Narcissu, Narcissu side 2nd, and Narcissu: Himeko's Epilogue.
Even though Himeko's Epilogue is really short, but I still really enjoy it.

I also bought the Season Pass and can't wait for the rest of the stories especially Narcissu: Zero and Narcissu: Sumire.

Rate: 10/10
. This game is, as of this review, early access, and that carries with it a (valid) implication of a lack of polish. That said, this
game is perfect for people who want to participate in the Battle Arena craze but want to practice without commiting others to
have to put up with their newbie shenanigans. Practice your tactics, reloading on the fly, sniping without being a target
yourself... No one knows how to do this right out of the gate, your favorite streamers have been doing this for YEARS. Granted,
no AI will be as unpredictable as real humans, but this will give you a chance to rehearse and learn the habits to get you started..
cool pack !!! thumb up for this!!
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This was a really enjoyable little game.
I spent a couple of hours on it and it was WELL WORTH the bargain price.
No story, just complete puzzles to escape the house. It reminded ,e of those physical escape the room games, but a lot cheaper
on the wallet and with unlimited time to figure it all out.
One puzzle is a particular killer (the cabinet) and make sure to check everywhere as something necessary can be easily missed.. i
got all this sand, if i had some gunpowder i could make some tnt

oh wait wrong game

this one is still good though. I enjoy the world and setting of this game very much. Finding hidden robotlivingrooms in old
forgotten pipes and the destiny of a retrofuturistic conclave was very relaxing. The controlls are not really flowy but exploring
and having sarcastic dialogues with robots is great!
I don't care about the time because it's enough love :) Thanks for the game. Surprisingly fun, it's simple but alltogether with all
the dynasties it has a lot of variety. Easy to begin and so entertaining, once you start playing you just can't stop.

Pros: It is really a lot of fun, it has a lot of different characters with their own style of playing each one and the all stars mode is
just terrific.

Cons: It is more enjoyable with a controller, you can play it and have a lot of fun with the keyboard. But if you do have a
controller you should use it in this game.. UI is clunky. The abilities are repeated in a guide on the top of the screen plus in a
giant ugly overlay circle. Would probably looks great on mobile. On PC, I found myself clicking the abilities at the top, just in
time to see my little dudes fall off a cliff, because I clicked the wrong place. Terrible UI pattern. Menus are annoying.

Sound is annoying.

Playing on a 1440p monitor and the background graphics are horribly cut off on every level.

No controller support.

Pacing is pretty slow.

Got this on sale, but it's not worth playing.. Very hard to play with paws.. It's okay I suppose. There are invisible walls restricting
how far one can go. The world looks bigger than it really is. One simply cannot teleport past them. Walk down the railroad
tracks and you bump into it. Walk a few feet away on either side and you bump into it. There really isn't much to walk to.

Also, the undersea seems to limit where you can teleport and the fish swim through boulders. It's pretty, it just needs some
work. It was the most difficult to traverse of all.

I think it needs more openness and work. Otherwise your relaxing walk is no more than a few minutes.

. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. Awesome game, its pretty fun,

note: this is an early access game so you will expct some frame drops etc.

But the game is awesome, you wil love it, just give it a try! :-)

I almost made a quick video if you want to see what it looks like:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P2PsKoYnVvY
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